
Flexibility and freedom to accomplish more 
than you ever imagined.
Bixby Home: Just what you need, when you need it.  Tap the dedicated button to 
access the Bixby Home screen, which serves up learned apps and content based on 
your location and habits.

Bixby Vision: See more than meets the eye. Bixby brings vision intelligence to 
the camera with image recognition technology that allows you to natively read QR 
and UPC codes and business cards, perform text translation and visual search, and 
recognize points of interest.

Bixby Reminder: Remember every little thing.  Use Bixby Reminder to keep 
track of the most important things throughout your day. Bixby can remind you to call 
before your next client meeting, or even keep track of your place in an article online.

Advanced 12MP and 8MP cameras: Capture the moment brilliantly.  
An advanced 12MP F1.7 Dual Pixel rear-facing camera allows virtually blur-free image 
and document capture even in low-light conditions. An 8MP F1.7 Smart Autofocus 
front-facing camera enables crystal-clear video calling and conferencing.

Advanced features designed to help you achieve 
without limits.
Infinity Screen: Work bigger, work better on a screen without limits.  With an 
infinity display that wraps from edge to edge, you can see more, show more and do 
more in a way that not only helps you look professional, but keeps you looking forward. 
You can use multiple windows to edit documents and text with a full-size keyboard, 
and send files all at the same time, on one large, stunning display.

DeX: A desktop experience from your smartphone. If there’s a monitor, you’re in 
business. Connect the Galaxy S8/S8+ to a monitor, keyboard and mouse1 for a rich 
desktop-like experience complete with contextual menus, drag-and-drop functionality 
and multiple, resizable windows. Now you can stay productive from almost anywhere.

Improved CPU: Perform faster with a phone that moves at the speed of 
business. Don’t worry about the number of apps you have open. With the world’s first 
10nm Octa-core processor, the Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones are faster, more powerful 
and more energy-efficient than ever before, to keep you running at top speed. 

Fast wireless charging:2 Fast and easy. Power up without having to plug in, and 
keep your productivity up and running. 

Water and Dust Resistance:3 The phone that goes almost anywhere. With an 
IP68 rating for water resistance, the Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones help you continue 
to work in up to five feet of water for 30 minutes, and they’re protected from dust, dirt 
and sand. Now not even Mother Nature will slow your productivity.  

Defense-grade security delivers proven security and data 
protection wherever you are.
Samsung Pass: Easy authentication. Never forget a password again. Now you can 
manage every profile and password with ease.

Biometric Identification: It’s your phone. Keep it that way.  Advanced iris scanning 
and fingerprint identification mean the Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones unlock with just a 
simple look or touch.

Secure Folder: Keep business and your personal life separate and secure. 
Samsung Knox™ keeps your work information separate from your personal 
information, ensuring that what’s yours, stays yours.4 

Samsung Knox: Defense-grade security platform.4 Samsung Knox is a security 
platform built from the chip up for easy manageability. Trusted by 29 governments and 
voted the “most strong” mobile security platform by Gartner, Knox keeps hackers out 
and your data safe from the second you turn on your Galaxy S8/S8+.

Work without 
barriers.

Intuitive connectivity. Seamless experience. 
Defense-grade security. Get more done 
in work and life.

It’s not just about being productive. It’s about being productive everywhere. 
The Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones have been completely 
redesigned to help you get more done in work and life.
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Device Layout

1. Autofocus Front Camera 

2. Iris Scanner

3. Home and Soft Keys

4. Headphone Jack

5. Volume Keys

6.  Bixby Button

7. Infinity Display 

8. Power/Lock Button

9. Rear Camera

10. Fingerprint Sensor

11. Speaker

12. USB Type-C 

Galaxy S8 | Galaxy S8+ (Sprint)

Display5 S8 | 5.8" (146.5mm) Quad HD+ Super AMOLED, 2960 x 1440 Resolution (570ppi), Dual-Edge Screen
S8+ | 6.2" (158.1mm) Quad HD+ Super AMOLED, 2960 x 1440 Resolution (529ppi), Dual-Edge Screen

Processor Octa-core (2.35GHz Quad + 1.9GHz Quad), 64 bit, 10nm application processor

Network6 LTE Cat 16

OS Android™ 7.0

Dimensions S8 | 5.86" x 2.68" x 0.31", 5.47 oz
S8+ | 6.28" x 2.89" x 0.32", 6.10 oz

Camera Rear | 12MP OIS (F1.7) Dual Pixel
Front | 8MP (F1.7) Smart Autofocus

Battery
S8 | 3000 mAh
S8+ | 3500 mAh
Wired and wireless fast charging, wireless charging compatible with WPC and PMA2

Memory / Storage Memory: 4GB RAM (LPDDR4) / Storage: 64GB, expandable up to 256GB with additional microSD card7

Audio MP3, M4A, 3GA, AAC, OGG, OGA, WAV, WMA, AMR, AWB, FLAC, MID, MIDI, XMF, MXMF, IMY, RTTTL, RTX, OTA, DSF, DFF

Video MP4, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, WMV, ASF, AVI , FLV, MKV, WEBM

Connectivity8

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4/5GHz),VHT80 MU-MIMO, 1024QAM 
Bluetooth® v 5.0 (LE up to 2Mbps), ANT+
Location (GPS, Galileo, Glonass, BeiDou)
USB Type-C, NFC

Sensor Accelerometer, Barometer, Fingerprint Sensor, Gyro Sensor, Geomagnetic Sensor, Hall Sensor, Heart Rate Sensor, Proximity Sensor, RGB Light Sensor, Iris Sensor, Pressure Sensor

Additional Features9 Knox™ 2.8, Samsung DeX™, Bixby® (Vision, Home, Reminder), Samsung Connect, Samsung Pass, Samsung Cloud, Samsung Health10, Samsung Pay (NFC, MST), Samsung Internet

Learn More samsung.com/business insights.samsung.com samsung.com/b2bmobilephones
Product Support 1-866-SAM4BIZ
Follow Us   youtube.com/samsungbizusa   @SamsungBizUSA
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